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We are Italians. Our passion is
uncompromising and extreme.
For every Lamborghini And for every single detail. If you love your
Lamborghini like we do, show it. There are many ways to do THat.
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Call it love. Call it fanaticism.
We call it passion for detail.

Since 1963, Lamborghini has been building its legendary super

just be met but exceeded, in terms of both quality and service.

sports cars in Sant’Agata Bolognese. When building each

Lamborghini proves its ability to do this time after time,

vehicle, it isn’t just about revolutionary technology but also

something that is reflected in the company’s high customer

about absolute perfection. This manifests itself in the cars’

satisfaction rates. Boris Puddu attributes this in part to the

lightning-fast gearboxes, stitching on the steering wheel, the

exceptional availability of spare parts.

revolutionary monocoque material, and even in the valve caps.
The legend of Lamborghini is carried by the people who build

“We have a service rate of almost 98 %. If, by way of ex

these cars. They’re handcrafted with passion and dedication

ception, a part happens not to be available immediately, we

using high-tech materials in a small village. These values don’t

guarantee minimal delivery times.”

just apply to the cars themselves but also to every single
original accessory.

Whether in the workshop, at Centro Stile or anywhere else in
the world, every single Lamborghini employee, with their skills

“Accessori Originali Lamborghini allow our customers to

and knowledge, plays their part in making the company unique.

place greater emphasis on their own personalities and make

But most of all with their passion and love for the brand.

their Lamborghinis even more unique,” says Boris Puddu,
Head of Spare Parts and Accessories.
Each and every accessory boasts outstanding quality, firstrate technology and a signature Lamborghini design – and
excels thanks to the attention to detail that went into making
it. The aim never changes: customers’ expectations should not
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A carbon fiber masterpiece. And the
result of 120 hours of precision work.
There is a long tradition of CRAFTSMANSHIP at Lamborghini. There is also a long tradition of working
with high-tech materials such as carbon fiber. The monocoque of the Aventador is a prime example
of this. It is made entirely of carbon fiber and is therefore exceptionally light and extremely
resilient. But it doesn’t just boast excellent internal traits – it really looks the part, too.
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Each model is unique in both its shape and character.
It’s a challenge I set myself anew each and every day,
with the same passion I had on day one.
The first thing that really stands out with a Lamborghini is its

the paintwork. He then reaches for another sponge and

design – something that makes the exclusive super sports cars

another polish and starts from the very beginning – until even

from Sant’Agata Bolognese so distinctive. Devi Caselli, After

the tiniest detail is presented in its best light.

Sales Organizational Unit, is responsible for ensuring that the
work of the designers at Centro Stile always shines flawlessly.

“No polishing machine can cater to the unique shape and

For ten years, he has been getting the vehicles prepped for

details of a Lamborghini – you simply need to have a feel

trade fairs, photo shoots and meetings held with journalists.

for it.”

“You don’t get a second chance to make a first impression.

Caselli makes no secret about the products he uses:

So it has to be perfect – from the roof right down to the

Lamborghini care products. These are handmade and ideally

valve caps.”

suited to the various interiors and finishes of the vehicles. During his time at Lamborghini, he’s had his hands on many mo-

First off, he scrutinizes the surface of the vehicle from every

dels – from the Murciélago and the Gallardo right through to

angle, with nothing getting past his merciless gaze; even the

the Aventador. Prototypes and special models such as the

minutest damage to the paintwork that would go unnoticed

Reventón and the Estoque have also been treated with the

by most people has to be rectified. The next step is to clear

utmost care.

the surface of any dirt particles that may cause scratches to
appear if scrubbed. Only then can the polishing commence –
with an attention to detail that can only be achieved by someone who’s truly passionate not only about the brand, but also
the cars. With a practiced yet careful hand, Caselli attends to
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THE FINE ART OF APPLYING PAINTWORK.
Depending on the model, it takes up to 15 liters of
paint to paint a Lamborghini – not to mention the
great deal of heart and soul invested in the work.
The painter carefully sands down the surface by
hand, applies a layer of primer, and then closely
inspects the bodywork. They are trained to pinCAR CARE KIT:
A Lamborghini is built by hand. And should be cared for by
hand, too. Not a problem with this selection of quality care
products put together especially for your Lamborghini. In fact,
it turns car care from a problem into a pleasure.

BATTERY CHARGER AND MAINTAINER:
You can keep your car battery ready and raring to go with this
equipment, even when your Lamborghini has been stationary
for a long period. It even extends the battery life and can be
connected to the battery quickly and easily.

ANTI-STONE CHIPPING TRANSPARENT FILM:
This transparent anti-stone chipping film is applied by hand
by seasoned experts and protects all of the car body parts
that are prone to being chipped by stones.

point and then remove even the minutest of
bumps. Only then is the desired color sprayed on
in a process that takes twelve hours. Following
that, a layer of protective lacquer is applied to
the paintwork and the painter spends around 50

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

hours buffing up the paintwork until it sparkles.
Including drying times, a Lamborghini can spend
a good 250 hours in the paint shop – all so that it
never loses its sheen.
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Something made with such loving care deserves to be protected –
with these customized covers.

CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER:
Lamborghini design has the power to really turn heads – even
when the Lamborghini itself is hidden from view. This tailored
carbon-fiber-look car cover is exclusively available as an
aftersales accessory and can be personalized with your name.
It’s made from a high-tech material that’s stretchable, breath
able, oil and water-resistant, and filters out UV radiation. In
short, it’s perfectly suited to be used under the open sky.
Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

INDOOR CAR COVER

STEERING WHEEL COVER

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago
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I love complex technology.
When it looks like something
can’t be done, that’s where it
gets interesting.

“The customer can also benefit from this thanks to a swift,

The number of electrical and electronic components in our

careful and reliable service.”

vehicles increases from one model to the next – and with every
additional feature that relies on the car’s electrical system.

Numerous other technological innovations find a place in the

This system, which is largely created by hand, connects these

vehicles, including the refined, satellite-controlled GPS/GSM

control units, sensors, bus systems and cables, and transfers

anti-theft system. This establishes a connection with numerous

energy and information. This is a complex world with its own

servers and, if requested, provides precise information on

rules, and you need to have a real passion for it in order to

the vehicle’s location, wherever in the world the Lamborghini

get to grips with the finer details and maximize its potential.

happens to be.

Gerardo Magnani, After Sales Organization Unit, is at home in
this world and speaks the language of cars.

“It also prevents continued operation if the vehicle is started
without authorization,” explains Magnani.

“To put it simply, my work focuses on the development of
systems that operate at the interface with the vehicle.”

Each Lamborghini is a technological masterpiece, the sum
of thousands of individual parts and the result of countless
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One thing these systems do is help the technicians in their

hours of dedicated work from more than 700 employees – all

work – which is becoming ever more demanding on account of

of whom have contributed to making it what it is: an exceptional

its increasing complexity. Diagnostic systems, for instance,

super sports car that delivers a phenomenal driving experi-

help improve maintenance work and reduce the length of time

ence. Customers deserve to receive a vehicle that’s safe

it takes.

guarded with the same amount of passion.
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GSM/GPS TRACKING SYSTEM:
When you love something, you keep it out of the reach of
strangers. But if your Lamborghini is nonetheless taken
without your permission, the anti-theft tracking system immediately notifies the control center, which is able to localize
your Lamborghini instantly.

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE:
Digital pressure gauge – the easy way to check your tire pressure, whenever and wherever.

EMERGENCY & FIRST-AID KIT:
This emergency kit consists of a warning triangle, a safety
jacket, three glow sticks (2 x 30 minutes, 1 x 12 hours) and a
dynamo flashlight. It also contains bandages, scissors, dis
posable gloves, and a thermal blanket.

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago
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Customer satisfaction is a commitment based on outstanding

of a few thousands of a millimeter or inspecting aesthetic com-

quality, which is a core value that the company lives and

ponents with the utmost precision. In order to illustrate just

breathes every single day.

how stringent these criteria are at Lamborghini, Pertile uses

Quality is all about passion –
and that’s something you won’t
get from any machine in the world.
It takes blood, sweat and tears
instead.

the example of wheel rims that have undergone a special sur“Lamborghini is uncompromising in every respect and it

face treatment: brushing.

goes without saying that this can be felt in terms of quality
too. We set ourselves incredibly high standards and raise

“These rims, for instance, are subjected to a complete dou

the benchmark even further with every model we make,”

ble validation process before entering series production.”

explains Fabio Pertile, Suspensions Specialist.
One of these processes consists of five tests that need to be
A look behind the scenes shows just how seriously this com-

performed – something that lasts two months in total. During

mitment is taken. Starting with Research and Development,

series production itself, further checks are conducted on each

employees from every division are incorporated into the quality

rim made in order to ensure that nothing is left to chance. All

assurance process, in order to ensure superior standards from

this is governed by the no-mistake philosophy and, when asked

the very beginning.

how the customer can experience this, Pertile was self-assured
in his response:

“The presence of a Quality Assurance employee who ad
vises and works closely with colleagues from other divi

“Admire a Lamborghini from the outside and then sit

sions is mandatory at every stage – whether theoretical or

inside. Let your senses take over – see, hear and feel. Then,

operational.”

do the same with a competitor’s vehicle and you’ll notice
how the difference is reflected in every single detail.”

Passion, care and a love for detail are indispensable – whether
evaluating individual components in line with the highest
standards, checking that measurements fall within tolerances
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“CORDELIA” SHINY SILVER

“RA” POLISHED RIMS KIT:
These polished alloy wheels each feature ten slender twin
spokes and are produced using an elaborate forging technique.
What’s more, they’re also available exclusively as an aftersales
accessory.

“IPERIONE” SHINY BLACK RIMS KIT
Aventador | — | —
“APOLLO” SILVER RIMS KIT
— | Gallardo | —

— | Gallardo | —
“CORDELIA” SHINY SILVER RIMS KIT

“CALLISTO” SILVER RIMS KIT:
Lamborghini rims are designed in Sant’Agata and are carefully
manufactured using lightweight aluminum. Or, to be more precise, they are forged from a single piece of aluminum until they
are perfectly shaped. They are therefore harder and can be
made thinner. Making your Lamborghini lighter – and faster.

— | Gallardo | —

“CALLISTO” MAT BLACK

— | Gallardo | —

“CORDELIA” SHINY BLACK RIMS KIT
— | Gallardo | —
“CALLISTO” MAT BLACK RIMS KIT
— | Gallardo | —

“IPERIONE” SHINY BLACK

“CALLISTO” TITANIUM RIMS KIT
— | Gallardo | —
“CASSIOPEA” SILVER RIMS KIT
— | Gallardo | —

“RA” POLISHED RIMS
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THE DESIGNERS’ TOOLS: PEN, PAPER, AND
FOUR YEARS OF OBSESSION.
A Lamborghini is instantly recognizable. Crisp
edges, precise lines and clean surfaces result in
design that is reduced to the essentials. And this
philosophy is systematically expanded at Centro
Stile, Lamborghini’s very own design center. Day
VALVE CAPS WITH LOGO KIT:
Love displayed down to the very last detail: this set of valve
caps is engraved with the Lamborghini logo.

after day – and sometimes night after night, too –
the designers and model builders toil away on two
floors to lend the spirit of the bull a fascinating
shape time and again. It can take around four
years to progress from the first hand-drawn

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

sketch to a production-ready model. And on the
way, there may be up to 2,000 drawings, countless hours of overtime, and a whole lot of passion.
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LICENCE plate support:
An inconspicuous and therefore ingenious idea developed in
Sant’Agata Bolognese: The design of this license plate support
means that holes can be drilled somewhere on the bumper
where they are not visible.

TRANSPARENT ENGINE BONNET KIT:
Something handcrafted by eight mechanics over a period of
twelve hours is not merely an engine – it’s a work of art. And
it deserves to be shown off as such, with these transparent
hoods that have been specially designed for each model.

LIGHTS kit:
Extra LED lights in the engine bay and footwell (only in conjunction with a transparent hood).

— | Gallardo | —

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

— | Gallardo | —

DARK REAR LIGHTS KIT

— | Gallardo | —

white front direction indicators kit
— | Gallardo | —
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A Lamborghini driver has
gasoline in his veins – pumped
by a heart full of passion.

Many boys in Sant’Agata Bolognese and all over the world

Sanna checks hundreds of parameters and looks out for even

Lamborghini can be delivered to the customer, the series ve-

dream of getting to drive a Lamborghini. For Giorgio Sanna,

the tiniest defect. Any unwanted sound or deviation has to be

hicle has to undergo one final test: it has to prove its mettle

this childhood dream comes true virtually every single day, as

pinpointed, the cause determined and the fault remedied –

on the roads around Sant’Agata Bolognese. Only when every

he’s the responsible of the test drivers in the Research and

with every single opportunity taken to optimize the vehicle.

parameter is exactly as it should be and the only thing you can

Development department of Automobili Lamborghini Holding

Only then can series production of the prototype begin:

feel is unadulterated driving pleasure can the vehicle truly be

S. p. A. But there’s so much more to his job than just driving

termed a “Lamborghini” and delivered to the customer. When

prototypes of the world’s most thrilling super sports cars; hard

“The aim is to fine-tune every car until it’s perfect. We sim

asked whether getting behind the wheel of a Lamborghini is

work and devotion are also a big part of what he does.

ply won’t settle for anything less.”

still something special when you do it day in, day out, Sanna

“An annual testing schedule of over 200,000 kilometers

Alongside his extensive experience and his intuition on the

is nothing out of the ordinary. So it’s no wonder that I spend

pedals, Sanna draws on high-tech aids that are also used in

“Sitting in a new model, starting the engine for the very

at least 200 days a year traveling all over the world.”

motorsports. The video recording and telemetry system pro-

first time and completing the first few laps is something

vides Sanna and the technicians with a wealth of information.

that still sets my pulse racing, even after all these years

responds by saying:

The majority of the work conducted on the prototypes takes

and with so many test drives under my belt. To some

place in Italy. There is a handling track with its own workshop

“Analyzing the vehicle’s technical data allows us to get a

degree, helping develop a prototype is a bit like watching a

which is the ideal place to make improvements as early as

better understanding of how it behaves and further advance

child grow up.”

possible in the development process and also keep everything

handling and driving pleasure.”

under wraps. The vehicles are also put through their paces in
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extreme weather conditions in Nordic countries – always

The system is also available to customers as an Accessori Ori-

pushed to their limits in order to guarantee optimum perfor-

ginali so that they can improve their driving style and maxi

mance in each and every driving situation. In countless tests,

mize the performance of their Lamborghini. But before a
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VIDEO RECORDING AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM:
Improve your performance on the racetrack and record your
most spectacular drives for posterity using the two video
cameras, an in-car microphone, a GPS sensor, your car’s
onboard data, and two different software programs.

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago
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SPORT SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT:
These sports shock absorbers give the Lamborghini unique
car handling, even when adopting an extreme driving style, for
great overall handling. And for great fun on the road.
— | Gallardo | —
SPORT SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT WITH LIFTING SYSTEM
— | Gallardo | —
LIFTING SYSTEM KIT FOR SPORT SHOCK ABSORBERS:
The lifting system for the front axle can be activated at the
push of a button, raising the bodywork and allowing you to
drive over obstacles better.
— | Gallardo | —
LIFTING SYSTEM KIT FOR STANDARD SHOCK ABSORBERS
— | Gallardo | —
LIFTING SYSTEM KIT FOR COMFORT SHOCK ABSORBERS
— | Gallardo | —

SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT
Black
Yellow
Aventador | — | —
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BLACK CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT:
Every gram shaved off a vehicle in Sant’Agata Bolognese
is a bonus. That’s why we are especially passionate about
reducing the weight of our vehicles. This has resulted in, for
example, carbon ceramic brakes that are not only extremely
long-lasting, but are also substantially lighter than conven
tional brakes.
— | Gallardo | Murciélago

EVERY GRAM COUNTS.
Carbon fiber is a very resilient and extra lightweight material, and is therefore considered to

YELLOW CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

be THE technology of the future in the automo

— | Gallardo | Murciélago

tive industry. They have already been using it at
Sant’Agata Bolognese for more than 30 years.

GRAY CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT
— | Gallardo | Murciélago

Our developers at our two research centers delve
into innovative construction and production

ORANGE CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

methods day in, day out, always with a view to re

— | Gallardo | Murciélago

ducing vehicle weight and therefore boosting
performance – even if it means conducting count-

RED CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT
— | Gallardo | —

less elaborate experiments in the process. Because
at the end of the day, every single gram counts.
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Sewing machines softly whir and scissors clack. Leather cut-

sewing them together in a way that only years of experience

tings that lie on the table await their fate. In the selleria, items

and dexterous hands know how to do. First of all, they warm

continue to be exclusively handmade. According to Stefano

up the material to make it elastic and then use it to cover the

Fabbri, in charge of Upholstery in the production area, it

some 70 interior parts. Lamborghini works exclusively with

wouldn’t be possible to do this any other way.

leather of the finest quality to produce seats, steering wheels

OUR LEATHER INTERIORS
are made from a unique
material – passion.

and headrests, as it’s the most premium, high-quality soft“Leather is a natural product. No two pieces are identical,

tanned leather. Only flawless hides are used, and they’re ex

each one is matchless. And that’s exactly how they should

amined millimeter by millimeter to ensure that they are in per-

be treated.” Around fifty employees work in the selleria, all

fect condition. Eight leather hides covering 35 m2 are lovingly

of whom are master craftspeople. However, that’s not to say

handcrafted for each Lamborghini and this task takes one

that working with such elegant materials isn’t an ongoing

employee over a week to complete, not least because the work

learning process. A steady hand, high powers of concentration

sometimes has to live up to a whole array of specific customer

and great manual dexterity are essential. But above all, pas

wishes.

sion and dedication are the ingredients needed to meet the
high quality standards. Besides leather, the selleria also works

“Each one of our customers has their own personality.

with Alcantara , a synthetic material specially designed for

Regardless of how individual their request is, we’ll make

the automotive realm.

it happen as long as it’s doable.” Accessori Originali

®

Lamborghini is full of possibilities to personalize the interior.
“Our customers choose the material that best fits their

From leather steering wheels in a color of your choice and with

needs. I prefer to work with leather because of its texture.

customized stitching to mats with your chosen inscription,

It’s a “living” material that responds differently every time

your imagination will truly know no bounds. Apart from

it’s handled and presents renewed challenges.”

perhaps one: each personalized feature must meet with the
approval from the Marketing department, which carefully

There are no fully automated machines at the selleria but

verifies whether or not a customer’s wish is compatible with

rather tables and sewing machines operated by skilled seam

Lamborghini’s aesthetic standards.

Leather is a natural product. No two pieces are identical, each
one is unique. And that’s exactly how they should be treated.

sters and seamstresses. They work on the cuttings, joining and
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PERSONALIZED STEERING WHEEL:
Before you get your hands on it, the steering wheel will have
been crafted by other hands. These steering wheels are covered
and stitched by experienced saddlery experts according to
your color specifications. Your fingertips will therefore sense
not only the quality of the material, but also the passion with
which each and every stitch was added.
Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago
CARBON FIBER & LEATHER KIT
In addition to carbon elements for the steering wheel, center
console, dashboard, handbrake, and glove compartment, the
carbon package also includes left and right-hand kickplates
and left and right-hand door handles, among other things. Also
available: Nero piano and leather packages.

THE SELLERIA – WHERE LEATHER IS
TURNED INTO THE STUFF OF LEGENDS.

— | Gallardo | Murciélago

Things are a lot quieter at the selleria than they

CARBON FIBER & SUEDE LEATHER KIT

are in a Lamborghini. That’s because the work done

— | Gallardo | Murciélago

there calls for the utmost concentration and care.
CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS LEATHER KIT
— | Gallardo | —
CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS SUEDE
LEATHER KIT
— | Gallardo | —

CARBON FIBER & SUEDE LEATHER KIT

The staff there all have many years of experience

— | Gallardo | Murciélago
CARBON FIBER & PERFORATED LEATHER KIT
— | Gallardo | Murciélago

with the tools of the trade, sewing machines, and
PERSONALIZED HEADRESTS WITH LOGO:
Headrests in your choice of color, complete with elaborate
Lamborghini logo.

thread, all of which they use to make first-class
parts for the car interiors. They also draw on
their wealth of experience when examining the
leather supplied by the tanneries. Each and every

CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS PERFORATED
LEATHER KIT
— | Gallardo | —

millimeter of the material is inspected by their
— | Gallardo | Murciélago

trained eyes for even the minutest of blemishes.
Because the leather has to be perfect in order
to become part of the fittings, the seats, or a
steering wheel.
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The example colors shown here are just a few of the many ways
you can design the interior of your Lamborghini in an even more
individual way.

MaRrone elpis

Arancio dryope
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Terra antiope

bianco polar

Terra dirce

giallo taurus

FLOOR MATS WITH PERSONALIZED EDGE:
These will not just protect the carpet fitted in your
Lamborghini – the floor mat trim in your choice of color
will add something extra special to your vehicle’s interior.

CARBON FIBER FLOOR MATS:
Discover the passion that went into creating your Lamborghini
and immerse yourself in it from head to toe. These carbon
fiber floor mats are exclusively available as aftersales accessories and are made by hand, allowing you to easily have them
customized with either the vehicle model or a name of your
choice.

KICKPLATE IN CARBON FIBER:
The carbon kickplate is exclusively available as an accessory,
either on its own or as part of a carbon package.

Aventador | Gallardo | Murciélago

Aventador | Gallardo | —

— | Gallardo | —
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These custom-made leather bags fit perfectly in the trunk or
on the surface behind the seats:

FRONT BAGS SET
— | Gallardo | —

REAR BAGS SET
— | Gallardo | —
HOLDALL ELASTIC POCKETS
— | Gallardo | —

Exclusive luggage
Black
Brown

LEATHER KIT
— | Gallardo | —

— | — | Murciélago
NERO PIANO KIT

— | Gallardo | —
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Change your interior design as quickly as you change gears with
these e-gear selector plates.
With the personalization you may choose every color or color combination that comes to your mind.

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN ALUMINUM
— | Gallardo | Murciélago
E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN TITANIUM
— | Gallardo | Murciélago
E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN CARBON FIBER
— | Gallardo | Murciélago
E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN PERSONALIZED COLOR
— | Gallardo | Murciélago

GLOVEBOX COVER

— | Gallardo | —
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Innovation is no coincidence.
It is the result of passionate
dedication.

If you compare a modern-day Lamborghini with a model

“The infotainment system is the centerpiece of the onboard

dating back 25 years, the differences in comfort and conve

electrical system and boasts flawless technological preci

nience technology will really come to the fore.

sion – which you can feel.”

“We’ve brought out numerous innovations and, especially

This level of comfort and convenience can be enhanced even

in the last ten years, have really stepped on the gas in

further with original accessories such as navigation systems

terms of these developments – with the Murciélago, the

with high-definition color displays and high-quality maps,

Gallardo and the Aventador,” says Corrado Rebottini, Head

Bluetooth interfaces, and rear-view cameras featuring a wide

of Electronic Car Development at Lamborghini, where he’s in

viewing angle that give you razor-sharp images. Be it series

charge of developing navigation systems, infotainment, music

equipment or accessories, every part meets the same top-

interfaces, rear-view cameras and parking sensors.

quality standards. And ensuring that these are met requires
not only the greatest care and technical expertise but also the

The greatest challenge facing him at the office every day is to

unequivocal drive to make each component even better. And

make ever more complex technology as user-friendly as pos-

this is precisely what fuels Rebottini’s enthusiasm:

sible. His task is most evident in the development of infotainment system, which acts as the interface between the driver

“I love exhausting the technological possibilities and

and the onboard multimedia, navigation, communication and

exceeding customers’ expectations with state-of-the-art

driver assistance systems.

solutions.” He’s already dreaming up the next lot of technological innovations.
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NAVIGATION KIT:
The world’s fastest super sports cars are built in Sant’Agata
Bolognese. The only way to make them even faster is to take
the most direct route. Which is precisely what our navigation
kit will show you in consummate Lamborghini style, namely
extremely quickly. Also available with a rear-view camera kit.
— | Gallardo | —

BLUETOOTH KIT:
For simple and safe phone calls without any troublesome cords.
Use this kit to make hands-free calls via Bluetooth in your
Lamborghini. Also available in conjunction with a navigation kit.
— | Gallardo | Murciélago
BLUETOOTH & NAVIGATION KIT
— | Gallardo | —

NAVIGATION & RVC KIT

RVC KIt:
The rear-view camera is built into the rear of the vehicle and is
automatically activated whenever you put your Lamborghini
into reverse. The images are then displayed in color on the 7"
TFT monitor. The display also features guidelines depicting
the direction of travel as determined by the steering wheel
maneuvers, making parking and pulling out of spaces a whole
lot easier.
— | Gallardo | Murciélago

— | Gallardo | —
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KENWOOD MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM KIT
— | Gallardo | —
CD CHArGER KIT:
Adapt your music to your driving style at the push of a button
with this six-CD charger kit.
— | Gallardo | —

MUSIC INTERFACE SYSTEM KIT:
Turn your Lamborghini into the fastest concert hall in the
world with this music interface system. Also available in conjunction with a navigation kit.
— | Gallardo | —

PERSONALIZED STEERING WHEEL WITH MF SWITCHES:
You can use this handmade multifunctional steering wheel
to control multiple functions from within your Lamborghini
without ever taking your hands off the wheel or your eyes off
the road. It is available in the color shown here – and in any
other color.
Aventador | — | —

NAVIGATION & MUSIC INTERFACE KIT
— | Gallardo | —
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AVENTADOR

CARE & PROTECTION

SAFETY & SECURITY

INTERIOR & COMFORT

INDOOR CAR COVER 

GSM/GPS TRACKING SYSTEM

PERSONALIZED STEERING WHEEL

CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE

CARBON FIBER FLOOR MATS

PERSONALIZED CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER 

EMERGENCY & FIRST-AID KIT

PERSONALIZED PLUGS FOR MAT KIT 

CAR CARE KIT
MAT PAINT CAR CARE KIT
MAT PAINT MINI CAR CARE KIT

SMOKER PACKAGE
EXTERIOR

INTERIOR CAR CARE KIT

TRANSPARENT ENGINE BONNET kit

ALCANTARA CAR CARE KIT

“IPERIONE” SILVER RIMS KIT

CAR BATH SHAMPOO 250 ML

“IPERIONE” SHINY BLACK RIMS KIT

CAR BATH SHAMPOO OPAQUE 250 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT

WHEEL SPRAY 250 ML

VALVE CAPS WITH LOGO KIT 

PNEU TIRE DRESSING 250 ML

SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT YELLOW

CLEANER FLUID 250 ML

SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT BLACK

RECHARGEABLE TORCH

MULTIMEDIA
PERSONALIZED STEERING WHEEL WITH MF SWITCHES

LEATHER MILK 250 ML
LAMBORGHINI LUXURY WAX 200 ML
OPAQUE LUXURY WAX 200 ML
LEATHER CLEANER 250 ML

USABILITY & SPORT
VIDEO RECORDING AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM

ALCANTARA CLEANER SPRAY 250 ML
CRYSTAL 250 ML
SEAT COVER

there are all sorts of ways in which to
show your love for your Lamborghini.

STEERING WHEEL COVER
BATTERY CHARGER AND MAINTAINER
ANTI-STONE CHIPPING TRANSPARENT FILM

First of all, talk to your local Lamborghini dealer, who will be happy to give you advice on these
and other original accessories. You can also place your orders with your dealer. You will find a
comprehensive list of accessories in this catalog.
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GALLARDO

CARE & PROTECTION

MURCIÉLAGO

SAFETY & SECURITY

CARE & PROTECTION

USABILITY & SPORT

SAFETY & SECURITY

USABILITY & SPORT

INDOOR CAR COVER 

GSM/GPS TRACKING SYSTEM

SPORT SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT

CARBON HANDLES KIT

INDOOR CAR COVER

GSM/GPS TRACKING SYSTEM

BLACK CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

CARBON DASHBOARD FRAME KIT

SE INDOOR CAR COVER

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE

SPORT SHOCK ABSORBERS KIT WITH LIFTING SYSTEM

CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS LEATHER KIT

40° INDOOR CAR COVER

DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE

YELLOW CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

Carbon Handles Kit

NERA INDOOR CAR COVER 

EMERGENCY & FIRST-AID KIT

RED CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS SUEDE

RDS INDOOR CAR COVER

EMERGENCY & FIRST-AID KIT

ORANGE CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS LEATHER KIT

GRAY CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS SUEDE

CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER
PERSONALIZED CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER
CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER WITH HIGH WING

YELLOW CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT
EXTERIOR

GRAY CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT
ORANGE CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

LEATHER KIT 
CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS PERFORATED
LEATHER KIT 

CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER
CARBON-FIBER-LOOK CAR COVER PERSONALIZED
CAR CARE KIT

EXTERIOR

SPORT SEAT WITH LOGO
SPORT SEAT WITHOUT LOGO

LEATHER KIT
CARBON STEERING WHEEL & HALFSHELLS PERFORATED 

TRANSPARENT ENGINE BONNET Kit

BLACK CARBON CERAMIC BRAKES KIT

KICKPLATE IN CARBON FIBER

MAT PAINT CAR CARE KIT

TRANSPARENT ENGINE BONNET KIT

VIDEORECORDING AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM

“RA“ POLISHED RIMS KIT

LIFTING SYSTEM KIT FOR STANDARD SHOCK ABSORBERS

NERO PIANO KIT

MAT PAINT MINI CAR CARE KIT

“HERCULES” SILVER RIMS KIT

FOUR POINT BELTS KIT

CARBON E-GEAR LEVERS KIT

CAR CARE KIT

“CORDELIA” SHINY SILVER RIMS KIT

LIFTING SYSTEM KIT FOR SPORTS SHOCK ABSORBERS

LEATHER KIT

INTERIOR CAR CARE KIT

“HERCULES” TITANIUM RIMS KIT

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

TITANIUM FIBER KIT

MAT PAINT CAR CARE KIT

“CORDELIA” SHINY BLACK RIMS KIT

LIFTING SYSTEM KIT FOR COMFORT SHOCK ABSORBERS

FRONT BAGS SET

ALCANTARA CAR CARE KIT

“HERMERA” SILVER RIMS KIT

MAT PAINT MINI CAR CARE KIT

“CALLISTO” SILVER RIMS KIT

VIDEORECORDING AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM

REAR BAGS SET

CAR BATH SHAMPOO 250 ML

“HERMERA” SHINY BLACK RIMS KIT

INTERIOR CAR CARE KIT

“CALLISTO” TITANIUM RIMS KIT

FOUR POINT BELTS KIT

HOLDALL ELASTIC POCKET 

CAR BATH SHAMPOO OPAQUE 250 ML

“HERMERA” TITANIUM RIMS KIT

ALCANTARA CAR CARE KIT

“CALLISTO” MAT BLACK RIMS KIT

REAR BENCH WITH FIRE ESTINGUISHER KIT 

THREE POINT BELTS KIT

WHEEL SPRAY 250ML

GOLD RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “HERCULES”

PERSONALIZED STEERING WHEEL

Exclusive luggage black 

PNEU TIRE DRESSING 250 ML

SILVER RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “HERCULES”

FLOOR MATS WITH PERSONALIZED EDGE

THREE POINTS BELTS KIT

CLEANER FLUID 250 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “HERMERA” SILVER

PERSONALIZED HEADREST WITH LOGO

LEATHER MILK 250 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “HERMERA” SHINY

PERSONALIZED SUNVISOR WITH LOGO

PERSONALIZED CARBON-LOOK CAR COVER 
WITH high WING

LEATHER KIT

NERO PIANO KIT
INTERIOR & COMFORT

NERO PIANO DASHBOARD FRAME KIT
Exclusive luggage brown

CAR BATH SHAMPOO 250 ML

“CALLISTO” SHINY BLACK RIMS KIT

CAR BATH SHAMPOO OPAQUE 250 ML

“APOLLO” SILVER RIMS KIT

WHEEL SPRAY 250ML

“Cassiopea” Silver Rims Kit

PNEU TYRE DRESSING 250 ML

“Cassiopea” Titanium Rims Kit

PERSONALIZED STEERING WHEEL

NAVIGATION KIT

LAMBORGHINI LUXURY WAX 200 ML

CLEANER FLUID 250 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “CALLISTO” SILVER AND “APOLLO”

PERSONALIZED HEADREST WITH LOGO

NAVIGATION & RVC KIT

OPAQUE LUXURY WAX 200 ML

VALVE CAPS WITH LOGO KIT

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN aluminum

RVC KIT

LEATHER MILK 250 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “CALLISTO” TITANIUM

FLOOR MATS WITH PERSONALIZED EDGE

NAVIGATION & BLUETOOTH KIT

LEATHER CLEANER 250 ML

SIDE CARBON PARTS KIT

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN TITANIUM

USB KIT

LAMBORGHINI LUXURY WAX 200 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “CALLISTO” MAT BLACK

CARBON FIBER FLOOR MATS

NAVIGATION & MUSIC INTERFACE KIT 

ALCANTARA CLEANER SPRAY 250 ML

FUEL CARBON CAP & HINGE KIT

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN CARBON FIBER

iPOD KIT

OPAQUE LUXURY WAX 200 ML

RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “CALLISTO” SHINY BLACK,

PERSONALIZED PLUGS FOR MAT KIT

RVC KIT

CRYSTAL 250 ML

EXTERNAL FACELIFT REAR VIEW MIRROR KIT

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN PERSONALIZED COLOR

BLUETOOTH KIT

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN ALUMINUM

BLUETOOTH KIT

SEAT COVER

SV BIG REAR WING KIT

RECHARGEABLE TORCH

SIRIUS SATELLITE SYSTEM KIT

SV BIG SIDE LOGO KIT

CARBON FIBER & LEATHER KIT

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM KIT

LEATHER CLEANER 250 ML

“CORDELIA” AND “RA” POLISHED 

INTERIOR & COMFORT

MULTIMEDIA

BLACK & TITANIUM MAT

ALCANTARA CLEANER SPRAY 250 ML

GOLD RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “CASSIOPEA”

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN TITANIUM

USB KIT

STEERING WHEEL COVER

CRYSTAL 250 ML

SILVER RIMS BADGE KIT FOR “CASSIOPEA”

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN CARBON fiber

iPOD KIT

BATTERY CHARGER AND MAINTAINER

CARBON FIBER & SUEDE LEATHER KIT

SEAT COVER

VALVE CAPS WITH LOGO KIT 

E-GEAR SELECTOR PLATE IN PERSONALIZED COLOR

CD CHARGER KIT

ANTI-STONE CHIPPING TRANSPARENT FILM

CARBON FIBER & PERFORATED LEATHER KIT

STEERING WHEEL COVER

DARK REAR LIGHT KIT

RECHARGEABLE TORCH

KENWOOD MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM KIT

BATTERY CHARGER AND MAINTAINER

WHITE FRONT DIRECTION INDICATORS KIT

GLOVEBOX COVER

MUSIC INTERFACE SYSTEM KIT

ANTI-STONE CHIPPING TRANSPARENT FILM

LIGHTS KIT

CARBON FIBER & LEATHER KIT

HIGH REAR WING KIT

CARBON FIBER & SUEDE LEATHER KIT

LICENCE PLATE SUPPORT

CARBON FIBER & PERFORATED LEATHER KIT

CARBON FIBER ENGINE BAY TRIM KIT

CARBON DASHBOARD FRAME KIT
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